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Abstract
There is great scientific and popular interest in understanding the genetic history of populations in the Americas. We wish
to understand when different regions of the continent were inhabited, where settlers came from, and how current
inhabitants relate genetically to earlier populations. Recent studies unraveled parts of the genetic history of the continent
using genotyping arrays and uniparental markers. The 1000 Genomes Project provides a unique opportunity for improving
our understanding of population genetic history by providing over a hundred sequenced low coverage genomes and
exomes from Colombian (CLM), Mexican-American (MXL), and Puerto Rican (PUR) populations. Here, we explore the
genomic contributions of African, European, and especially Native American ancestry to these populations. Estimated Native
American ancestry is 48% in MXL, 25% in CLM, and 13% in PUR. Native American ancestry in PUR is most closely related to
populations surrounding the Orinoco River basin, confirming the Southern America ancestry of the Taı´no people of the
Caribbean. We present new methods to estimate the allele frequencies in the Native American fraction of the populations,
and model their distribution using a demographic model for three ancestral Native American populations. These ancestral
populations likely split in close succession: the most likely scenario, based on a peopling of the Americas 16 thousand years
ago (kya), supports that the MXL Ancestors split 12:2kya, with a subsequent split of the ancestors to CLM and PUR 11:7kya.
The model also features effective populations of 62,000 in Mexico, 8,700 in Colombia, and 1,900 in Puerto Rico. Modeling
Identity-by-descent (IBD) and ancestry tract length, we show that post-contact populations also differ markedly in their
effective sizes and migration patterns, with Puerto Rico showing the smallest effective size and the earlier migration from
Europe. Finally, we compare IBD and ancestry assignments to find evidence for relatedness among European founders to
the three populations.
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Introduction
The 1000 Genomes project [1] released sequence data for 66
Mexican-American (MXL), 60 Colombian (CLM), and 55 Puerto
Rican (PUR) individuals using an array of technologies including
low-coverage whole genome sequence data, high-coverage exome
capture data, and OMNI 2.5 genotyping data. These data provide
a unique window into the settlement of the Americas that
complement archeological and the more limited genetic data
previously available. Here we interpret these data to answer basic
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questions about the pre- and post-Columbian demographic history
of the Americas.
People reached the Americas by crossing Beringia during the
Last Glacial Maximum, likely between 16–20 kya (see e.g.
[2,3,4,5]). The presence of early South American sites such as
Monte Verde [6] suggests a rapid occupation of the continent,
which is supported also by recent mitochondrial DNA studies [7].
A coastal route has been proposed to explain this rapid expansion
(e.g., [8,6,7]), but other migration routes, possibly concurrent,
have also been proposed (see. e.g., [5,9], and references therein).
This original peopling of the Americas, followed by European
contact starting in 1492 and substantial African slave trade starting
in 1502, have created a diverse genetic heritage in American
populations.
The initial settlement of the Caribbean has been much debated
(e.g. [10,11,12] and references therein). People reached the islands
around 7 kya, probably from a Mesoamerican source [11].
Around 4.5 kya, a second wave of migrants probably reached the
islands, likely coming from the Orinoco Delta or the Guianas in
South America and speaking Arawakan languages (see [13] and
references therein). By approximately 1.3 kya, they had established
large Taı´no communities through the Greater Antilles, including
Puerto Rico.
The earliest available account reports 600,000 Native Ameri-
cans in Puerto Rico at the time of European arrival, not counting
women and children (Va´zquez de Espinosa 1629). More
conservative estimates suggest 110,000 individuals [14], and as
few as 30,000 inhabitants in 1508 [15]. All references agree that
the Native American population was subsequently largely deci-
mated through disease, forced labor, emigration, and war. Despite
the bottleneck at contact, ADMIXTURE and the subsequent
population growth on the Island resulted in a Native American
genetic contribution averaging 15:2% of the modern population of
3:77 million [16].
The MXL were sampled in Los Angeles, USA and the CLM in
Medellin, Colombia. These panels represent urban populations,
but recent urbanization means that they derive ancestry from
larger geographic areas. Among respondents to the 2005
Colombia Census in Medellin, 61:3% were born in the city, and
38% were born in another part of Colombia, with a sizable
proportion from the surrounding Department of Antioquia. Given
this high rate of within-country migration, but a relatively low rate
of migration from outside Colombia, we can think of the sample as
representing a diverse sample from Antioquia. Similarly, the 1.2M
Angelenos of Mexican origin in the 2010 US census represent the
added contributions of multiple waves of migrations starting with
the city’s foundation in 1781 and received contributions from
diverse states.
The use of genetic data to study Native American history is well
established. The bulk of these studies rely on Y chromosome
[17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24] and mitochondria DNA (mtDNA)
[25,26,27,28,29,30,31,22,32,7,33,34,35], with a number of studies
using increasingly dense sets of autosomal markers [22,36,37,
38,39,40]. Such studies provided evidence for a bottleneck
recovery into the Americas 16–12 kya (e.g., [34,35]), and for
complex models of migrations and ADMIXTURE within Native
groups [40].
In this article, we use the 1000 Genomes data and a diversity of
population genetic tools to delve deeper in the founding of the
Puerto Rican, Mexican, and Colombian populations. To propose
models for Native American demography, we must first quantify
the African, European, and Native American contributions to
these populations. Because of strong sex-asymmetric migrations,
autosomal and sex-linked markers exhibit substantial differences in
ancestry proportions [41,42,43,44,45,46]. Focusing on the auto-
somal regions, we infer the locus-specific pre-Columbian conti-
nental ancestry in each sample, and estimate the timing and
intensity of different migration waves that contributed to these
populations. Using identity-by-descent analysis, we identify
relatedness among the different ancestral groups and estimate
recent effective population sizes.
We also propose a three-population model based on the
diffusion approximation to study the distribution of allele
frequencies across the Native American ancestors of the MXL,
PUR, and CLM. We present statistical methods that take
advantage of ADMIXTURE linkage patterns to disentangle the
histories of each continental group. The large sample of sequence
data allows for the joint inference of split times and effective
population sizes among the Native ancestors to the three panels.
Finally, through an expectation maximization (EM) framework,
we estimate genome-wide allele frequencies in the inferred Native
components of MXL, CLM, and PUR genomes.
A broad summary of the data and analysis pipelines used in this
article are displayed in Figure 1.
Results
Global ancestry proportions and clustering
To estimate the global proportions of African, European, and
Native American ancestry in the CLM, MXL, and PUR, we
combined them with YRI, CEU, and a panel of Native American
samples [40] and performed an ADMIXTURE [47] analysis
(Figure 2(a)) and principal component analysis (Figure S1). Dense
genotyping arrays allow for inference of ancestry at the level of
individual loci, using software such as RFMIX [48]. Trio-phased
OMNI data was used to generate such locus-specific ancestry calls
for 66 CLM, 68 MXL, and 64 PUR individuals, including all
sequenced individuals, as part of the 1000 Genomes Project.
Summing up the local ancestry contribution inferred by RFMIX
provides an alternate estimate of ancestry proportions.
Author Summary
Populations of the Americas have a rich and heteroge-
neous genetic and cultural heritage that draws from a
diversity of pre-Columbian Native American, European,
and African populations. Characterizing this diversity
facilitates the development of medical genetics research
in diverse populations and the transfer of medical
knowledge across populations. It also represents an
opportunity to better understand the peopling of the
Americas, from the crossing of Beringia to the post-
Columbian era. Here, we take advantage sequencing of
individuals of Colombian (CLM), Mexican (MXL), and Puerto
Rican (PUR) origin by the 1000 Genomes project to
improve our demographic models for the peopling of
the Americas. The divergence among African, European,
and Native American ancestors to these populations
enables us to infer the continent of origin at each locus
in the sampled genomes. The resulting patterns of
ancestry suggest complex post-Columbian migration
histories, starting later in CLM than in MXL and PUR.
Whereas European ancestral segments show evidence of
relatedness, a demographic model of synonymous varia-
tion suggests that the Native American Ancestors to MXL,
PUR, and CLM panels split within a few hundred years over
12 thousand years ago. Together with early archeological
sites in South America, these result support rapid
divergence during the initial peopling of the Americas.
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Using ADMIXTURE, we find Native American proportions being
12:8% in PUR, 25:6% in CLM, and 47:6% in MXL (Figure 2a).
RFMIX finds values falling within 0:5 percentage points of these
values, and within one percentage point of the values inferred in
the 1000 Genomes project through related methods [1]. Estimates
of African ancestry showed a larger difference across methods,
with ADMIXTURE (RFMIX) estimates at 14:8%(11:7%) in PUR,
8:9%(7:8%) in CLM, and 5:4%(4:2%) in MXL.
The inferred Native American ancestry proportions are in good
agreement with results from the GALA study [49], which reported
proportions of 12:4% in Puerto Rico and 49:6% in Mexico. The
PUR result is also comparable to the 15:2% of Native ancestry
inferred in a different Puerto Rican sample [16]. By contrast, none
of the populations from Colombia in [37] show median ancestry
proportions quite similar to the CLM sample from Medellin, the
closest being the sample from the surrounding Department of
Antioquia, with 39% Native, 6% African and 52% European.
Figure 2(c–d) shows a principal component analysis restricted to
segments of inferred Native ancestry [50]. We find that the MXL
individuals cluster primarily with southern Mexican Native groups
(mostly Mixe), and the CLM cluster primarily with the Embera,
Kogii, and Wayu, all of which were sampled in Colombia North-
West of the Andes, where Medellin is also located. The PUR
clusters principally with populations South-East of the Andes,
surrounding the Guyanas and the Orinoco River basin (Ticuna,
Guahibo, Palikur, Jamamadi, Piapoco), although a few popula-
tions from further south are also close in PCA space, particularly
the Guaranı´ and the Chane´, together with some Kaqchikel, Toba,
and Wichi individuals. The Piapoco and the Palikur speak
Arawakan languages. The other groups with known Arawakan-
speaking ancestors in our panel are the Chane´, whose ancestors
spoke Arawakan and likely originated in Guiana [51], and the
Guarani, through gene flow from the Chane´ [52]. Taken together,
these clustering patterns support a demic diffusion of the
Arawakan/Taı´nos into Puerto Rico from a southern American
route, and reduced gene flow between Native Americans groups
living in the Andes or to the west, and groups living east of the
Andes.
Ancestry tracts analysis
Because continuous tracts of local ancestry are progressively
broken down by recombination, the length distribution of
continuous ancestry tracts can reveal details of the timing and
mode of the migration processes. We used RFMIX to infer ancestry
tracts (Text S1), and the software TRACTS [53] to infer the
migration rates and model likelihoods under different scenarios.
TRACTS can predict the distribution of ancestry block length for
arbitrary models of time-varying migration, under the assumptions
that the migrants are themselves not admixed, and that the
admixed population follows Wright-Fisher reproduction. Since
ADMIXTURE only begins after two populations are in contact, the
admixed population is founded when the second population
arrives. TRACTS determines the time and ancestry proportions at
the onset of ADMIXTURE and the time and magnitude of subsequent
migrations by maximum likelihood. Because of limited statistical
power, we start with a simple model in which each population
contributes a single pulse of migration. We then progressively
introduce models with additional periods of migration when
justified by information criteria, as described in Text S1. The
models that best describe the data are shown in Figures 3 and S2.
Parameters for these, together with confidence intervals obtained
through bootstrap over individuals, are provided in Table S1 in
the Text S1 file.
For MXL, we considered a model introduced in [54]: three
populations start contributing migrants at the same time, but
Europeans and Native Americans keep contributing at a constant
rate. The best-fitting model has an onset of ADMIXTURE 15.1
generations ago (ga), with a 95% CI of (13:7{17:1), in good
agreement with [54] despite a different genotyping chip and local
ancestry inference method.
In PUR, we found evidence for two periods of European and
African migration, the first 14:9 ga (95% CI 14:2{15:9) and the
most recent period at 6:8ga (95% CI 5.9–8.8). This model is in
excellent agreement with historical records, which suggest that
isolated Native populations contributed little gene flow to the
colony after the initial contact period, and that substantial slave
trade and European immigration continued until the second half
of the 19th century. We do not mean to imply that migrations
actually occurred in exactly two distinct pulses-we do not have the
resolution to distinguish more than two pulses per population.
However, the inference of a migration pulse 6.8 ga indicates that
migrations occurred during a period spanning this date. This
complex scenario, with multiple waves of migration from African
and European individuals, is consistent with the observation that
European and African ancestries vary across the island, whereas
no evidence of such variation was found in Native ancestry [16].
The inferred onset of ADMIXTURE in CLM is 13.0 ga (95% CI
12:5{13:9), significantly later than that in both MXL and PUR
and consistent with later European settlement in western
Colombia compared to Mexico and Puerto Rico. We also find
evidence for a small but statistically significant second wave of
Native American migration, 4.8 ga (95% CI 4–6). As above, this
Figure 1. Schematic of the data and analysis pipelines used in
this article. The three types of 1000 Genomes data are shown in
orange: whole-genome, low-coverage data; exome capture; and
genotyping chip. Only genotyping chip data was available in trio-
phased form; for the other two datasets we used unphased genotypes.
Among the analysis approaches (black arrows), the EM and the negative
ascertainment analysis are novel: they are presented in the Methods
section.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1004023.g001
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does not necessarily indicate a single, punctual event, but probable
contact between an admixed population and Native American
individuals during that period. By contrast, we find no evidence for
continuing African gene flow in CLM.
Identity by descent analysis
We used germline [55] and the trio-phased OMNI data above
to identify segments identical-by-descent (IBD) within and across
populations (see Text S1). Not surprisingly, we found more IBD
Figure 2. (a) Individual ancestry proportions in the 1000 Genomes CLM, MXL, and PUR populations according to ADMIXTURE, (b) Map showing the
sampling locations for the populations most closely related to the Native components of the 1000 Genomes populations. (c) Principal component
analysis restricted to genomic segments inferred to be of Native Ancestry in these populations, compared to a reference panel of Native American
groups from [40], pooled according to country of origin as a proxy for geography. Populations sampled across many locations are labeled according
to the country of the centroid of locations. (d) Zoomed version of the PCA plot, showing specific Native American population labels, colored
according to country of origin.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1004023.g002
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segments within populations (23936) compared to across popula-
tions (1440), and within-population segments were longer (Figure
S3).
The MXL population exhibits significantly less within-popula-
tion IBD compared to the other two panels (Figure 4). The
amount of IBD among unrelated individuals can be used to infer
the underlying population size under panmictic assumption: the
larger a population, the more distant the expected relationship
between any two individuals [56]. Using IBD segments longer
than 4 cM, we infer effective population sizes of 140,000 in MXL,
15,000 in CLM, and 10,000 in PUR. As we will show, these
largely reflect post- ADMIXTURE population sizes.
We expect long IBD segments to be inherited from a recent
common ancestor, and therefore to have identical continental
ancestry. Comparing the RFMIX ancestry assignments on
chromosomes that have been identified as IBD by germline thus
provides a measure of the consistency of the two methods (see [57]
for a related metric). Rates of IBD-Ancestry mismatch ranged
from 2:6% in segments of 5Mb to less than 0:2% for segments
longer than 40 Mb (Figure S4).
Patterns of ancestry in IBD segments within a population differ
markedly from those across populations (Figure 5): IBD segments
within populations contain many ancestry switches. This indicates
that many common ancestors lived after contact, and that the
effective population sizes estimated using IBD largely reflects post-
contact demography. The IBD patterns in cross-population IBD
segments exhibited fewer ancestry switches than a random control
(Figure S5), as may be expected if common ancestors often predate
the onset of ADMIXTURE. Cross-population IBD segments were also
found to be overwhelmingly of European origin: among the 120
longest cross-population IBD segments, 117 are in European-
inferred segments, two are among Native segments, and one is
among African segments. This is not due to overall ancestry
proportions, as can be observed by considering the alternate (non-
IBD) haplotypes at the same positions (Figure S5). This is likely a
result of the colonization history, in which European colonists
rapidly spread from a relatively specific region over a large
continent. This interpretation is supported by the ADMIXTURE
analysis (Figure S6), showing a common cluster of ancestry for
the European component dominant in PUR, CLM, MXL, and
Andean populations, but not in CEU, Eskimo-Aleut, and Na-
Dene. Finally, we were interested in testing whether the
relationship between IBD and ancestry can be used to date
Figure 3. Ancestry tract length distribution in PUR (a) and CLM (b) compared to the predictions of the best-fitting migration model.
Solid lines represent model predictions and shaded areas are one standard deviation confidence regions surrounding the predictions, assuming a
Poisson distribution of counts per bin. The best-fitting models are displayed under each graph. Pie charts sizes indicate the proportion of migrants at
each generation, and the pie parts represent the fraction of migrants of each origin at a given generation. Migrants are taken to have uniform
continental ancestry. ‘Single-pulse’ ADMIXTURE events occurring at non integer time in generations are distributed among neighboring generations: in
the CLM, the inferred onset was 13.02 generations ago (ga). The model involves founding 14 ga, but almost complete replacement 13 ga. At 30 years
per generation [68], 14.9 ga corresponds to c:1566, and 13 to c:1623. Model parameters and confidence intervals are displayed in Table S1 in the Text
S1 file.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1004023.g003
Figure 4. Number of IBD tracts by length bin in the three panel
populations (independent of ancestry estimations), normal-
ized by the number of individual pairs. The lower level of IBD in
the MXL population indicate a much larger effective population size.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1004023.g004
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recombination events. The ancestry within an IBD segment
represents the ancestry state of the most recent common ancestor.
The shorter the IBD segment, the older the ancestor, and the less
time available since the onset of ADMIXTURE to create ancestry
switch points through recombination. Indeed, we find that the
density of ancestry switch-points on IBD tracts increases with IBD
tract length in PUR (bootstrap pv0:001, see Text S1) and in
MXL (bootstrap p~0:03), whereas the results are not significant
in CLM. Thus we can use ancestry patterns in admixed
populations not only to recognize recombination events but also
to help date most recent common ancestors and recombination
events (see Text S1 for details). The small amount of cross-
population IBD among Native American tracts tells us that the
ancestral Native populations were not as closely related as
European founders, consistent with historical and anthropological
data.
Demographic inference from sequence data
To infer split times and population sizes of the Native ancestors,
we consider the joint site frequency spectrum (SFS). The SFS is
informative of demography because stochastic differences in allele
frequencies accumulate over time and at a rate that depends on
population sizes. We use the diffusion-approximation framework
implemented in LaLi [58] to perform the inference. We focus on
synonymous sites in the 1000 Genomes exome capture data of 60
CLM, 66 MXL, and 55 PUR individuals because the high
coverage reduces sequencing artifacts and synonymous sites are
less affected by selection compared to non-synonymous sites. A
complete model with ADMIXTURE would require at least one
European, one African, and three Native American populations,
which is beyond the 3-population limit of LaLi: We therefore wish
to focus on variants within Native American backgrounds.
Unfortunately, trio-phased sequencing data was not available
for most samples. Because of phasing uncertainty, the actual
ancestry assignment for variants at ancestry-heterozygous loci is
uncertain. To overcome this, we introduce a negative ascertainment
scheme, in which we only consider variable sites that have not
been observed in any of the non-Native populations in the 1000
Genomes data set. The effect of this ascertainment scheme is to
remove the majority of variants that predate the split of Native
Americans from the rest of the populations. An additional benefit
of this approach is that the impact of European and African tracts
incorrectly assigned as Native American will be substantially
reduced. We hypothesized that the effect of negative ascertain-
ment could be approximately modeled by a strict bottleneck at the
Native/non-Native split time. This was confirmed through
simulations (see S1).
We considered a simple 3-population demographic model
starting with a constant population N0. At time TA the population
size changes to NA. From this population of size NA, population i
Figure 5. (a) Local ancestry assignments in the neighborhood of the 120 longest inferred IBD segments within a population, (b) Local ancestry
assignments in the neighborhood of the 120 longest inferred IBD segments across populations. Within inferred IBD segments, ancestry mismatches
correspond 0:3% error rate within population, and 0:5% error rate across population.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1004023.g005
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diverged with size Ni at time Ti and populations j and k diverge at
a later time Tj with respective sizes Nj and Nk. We considered all
three split orderings, with i[fCLM,MXL,PURg. In the optimal
model, illustrated on Figure 6, we have i~MXL , j~CLM ,
k~PUR . This model is a vast oversimplification of the historical
demographic processes. However, given the limited statistical
power to reconstruct time-dependent demographic histories using
allele frequency data (e.g. [59]), such simple models with step-wise
constant population sizes provide useful coarse-grained pictures of
human demography. The population sizes in this model are
effective population sizes: they are the size of Wright-Fisher
populations that best explain the observed patterns of polymor-
phism. They differ from census sizes because of population size
fluctuations, overlapping generations, sex bias, offspring number
dispersion, and other departures from the Wright-Fisher assump-
tions. The ratio NA=N0 is expected to converge to large values to
reflect both the negative ascertainment scheme (see Methods) and
the expansion post-founding of the Americas. The current data
does not enable us to model these two effects separately, so the
recovery time TA can be thought of as an interpolation between
the two events. When performing likelihood optimization, NA=N0
tended to slowly increase without bound. Beyond a value of 100,
this had minimal impact on the likelihood function and other
parameter estimates. We therefore fixed this value to
NA=N0~100 to facilitate optimization and prevent numerical
instabilities. All other parameters, and the order of population
splits, were chosen to maximize the model likelihood.
We find dramatic differences in the inferred population sizes of
the Native Ancestors to the MXL, CLM, and PUR (see Table 1),
with the MXL showing by far the largest effective population size
at 64,000, 7 times larger than the CLM and 32 times larger than
the PUR. Given the many sources of uncertainty and model
limitations, these ratios are in good qualitative agreement with pre-
Columbian populations estimated at 14M in central Mexico [60],
3M in Colombia [60], and somewhat over 110,000 in Puerto Rico
[61]. This could largely be a coincidence, given that the Native
ancestors to the MXL and CLM were not panmictic populations
over present-day political divisions. Another possible explanation
for the differences in effective population sizes is a serial founder
model after the crossing of Beringia: CLM and PUR would have
experienced stricter and longer bottlenecks compared to MXL due
to greater distances traveled from Beringia. The crossing to Puerto
Rico is likely to have introduced intense bottlenecks in PUR,
resulting in a smaller recent effective population size.
The model suggests that PUR and CLM ancestral populations
did not share serial founding events past the split with the MXL
ancestors and split well before the expected arrival of the Arawak
people of the Caribbean. Indeed, the first and second split times
(Ti and Tj , respectively) are remarkably close to each other, with
Ti=Tj~1:04 (bootstrap 95% CI: 1:01{1:18, see S1, Figure S7,
and Table 1). This corresponds to a difference of about 500 years,
12,000 years ago. In fact, the splits are so close that it is impossible
to distinguish which population split first, with bootstrap instances
supporting all three orderings: the Taı´no ancestry does not appear
much more closely related to either CLM or MXL Native
ancestors. This is also consistent with the PCA results shown in
Figure 2, showing a clear distinction between Native American
groups in eastern and western Colombia.
Despite strong historical evidence for extensive population
bottlenecks suffered by Native American populations following the
arrival of Europeans [62], we could not detect the presence of such
bottlenecks through allele frequency analysis. However, the presence
of such bottlenecks may affect our interpretation of effective
population sizes. To quantify this, we fixed the timing and
magnitudes of bottlenecks using non-genetic sources, and re-inferred
model parameters. Dobyns [62] proposed a maximum population
reduction of 95% in the Native American population after European
contact, but this number is expected to vary from location to
location. Because we are studying admixed populations, the size of
the bottleneck is related to the number of individuals that
contributed to the admixed population, thus Dobyns’ estimate
may not apply. In PUR, where the decline was particularly abrupt,
we considered a decline of 98:5% spanning 250 years (see S1). We
found that inferred parameters were little affected by the existence of
such a bottleneck, with the exception of the effective population size
in the pre-bottleneck PUR population, which would be 3.9 times
larger than in the no-bottleneck model. Assuming an additional
bottleneck in the CLM population led to similar 4-fold increase in
inferred pre-bottleneck CLM population size, with little effect on
inferred split times. These are significant effects, but are less than the
inferred differences in effective population sizes. Thus, in the absence
of extreme differences in the recent bottlenecks experienced by the
three populations, the observed differences in population sizes likely
point to differences in pre-Columbian demography.
Figure 6. An illustration of the maximum likelihood demo-
graphic model for the Native American ancestors to the CLM,
MXL, and PUR panels. Parameter values are provided in Table 1. The
ordering of the split shown (i.e., MXL splitting first) maximized the
likelihood, but among the bootstrap replicates all three orders were
observed.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1004023.g006
Table 1. Parameter estimates for the model displayed on
Figure 6, assuming a bottleneck at the foundation of the
Americas 16,000 years ago.
Parameter Inferred value 95% CI
NA 514 316{2,264
NMXL 62,127 48,824{127,897
NCLM 8,653 6,603{11,257
NPUR 1,922 1,456{2,748
TA(y) 16,000
TMXL(y) 12,219 11,157{12,595
TCLM (y) 11,727 9,807{12,822
TPUR(y) 11,727 9,807{12,742
m 10
{8
bp{gen
 
1:44 1:32{1:53
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1004023.t001
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By calibrating our results using TA~16kya, towards the most
recent end of the range of plausible values for the peopling of the
Americas (see e.g., [6] and references therein), we find a
mutation rate of 1:44|10{8bp{1gen{1 (bootstrap 95% CI:
1:32{1:53|10{8bp{1gen{1), within the range of recently
published human mutation rates [63]. The narrowest confidence
interval reported in [63] was 1:05{1:5|10{8bp{1gen{1,
obtained from a de novo exome sequencing study [64]. Our
sampling confidence interval is narrower than this value, but the
main source of uncertainty here is the degree to which the
bottleneck in our model reflects the bottleneck at the founding of
the Americas, or the earlier split with the ancestors to the
Chinese (CHB) and Japanese (JPT) sample, as well as uncertainty
with respect to the timing of these two events (see Figure 7). The
effect of changing the founding time or mutation rate assump-
tions would be to scale all parameters and confidence intervals
according to T!N!1=m: Thus the absolute uncertainty on
individual parameters is larger than the sampling uncertainty
suggests.
Estimating Native American allele frequencies
There is scarce publicly available, genome-wide data about
Native American genomic diversity. The 1000 Genomes dataset
offers the opportunity to provide a diversity resource for Native
American genomics by reconstructing the genetic makeup of
Native American populations ancestral to the PUR, CLM, and
MXL. This is particularly interesting in the case of the Puerto
Rican population, where such reconstruction may be the only way
to understand the genetic make-up of the pre-Columbian
inhabitants of the Islands. Using the expectation maximization
method presented in the Methods section, we estimated the allele
frequencies in the Native-American-inferred part of the genomes
of the sequenced individuals. These estimates are available at
http://genomes.uprm.edu/cgi-bin/gb2/gbrowse/.
Figure 8 shows the distribution of the number of Native
American haplotypes per site and the resulting confidence
intervals for allele frequency in each population for exome capture
target regions. Absolute confidence intervals are narrow for rare
variants, and reach a maximum for SNPs at intermediate
Figure 7. Plausible parameter range for the human mutation rate and the founding time of the Native American populations. The
shaded blue area is the 95% confidence interval from the current analysis. The horizontal line shows the lowest mutation rate estimate from [63], and
the vertical line shows the lowest plausible date for the founding of the ancestral Native American populations according to [6]. The plausible region,
given by the overlap of the three areas, would correspond to a mutation rate of 0:97{1:6|10{8bp{1gen{1 and a Native American founding time
15{24kya.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1004023.g007
Figure 8. (a) Number of inferred Native American haplotypes per site, out of 120 CLM, 132 MXL, and 110 PUR haplotypes. (b) Distribution of
confidence intervals widths for allele frequency estimations among the exomic Native American segments of the three panels.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1004023.g008
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frequency; the leftmost peak in the bimodal distribution corre-
sponds to the large number of rare variants, whereas the right
most peak encompasses a broader range of frequencies.
Focusing on the 29,354 variants with observations in all
populations and within the exome capture regions, where
coverage and accuracy were highest, the most significantly
different among Native groups is rs11183610 on chromosome
12, with an estimated frequency of 0:49(95% : 0:38{0:58) in
MXL Native ancestry, 0:011(95% : 0:00{0:12) in CLM Native
ancestry, and 0:28(95% : 0:02{0:49) in PUR Native Ancestry.
The MXL-PUR difference remains significant after Bonferroni
correction (bootstrap p~0:001, see Methods). The bulk of the
differentiation among populations is likely due to genetic drift, but
such sub-continental ancestry informative markers are also
interesting candidates for further selection scans.
Discussion
The bottleneck at the founding of the Americas provides a
unique opportunity to obtain precise estimates of the human
autosomal mutation rate, as reported in Table 1 and Figure 7.
One remaining challenge in interpretation is whether the
‘founding time’ studied here corresponds to the bottleneck at the
founding of the Americas, or the split time of the Native
Americans with the Asian populations. Fortunately, this uncer-
tainty can be addressed by sequencing either trio-phased
populations from the Americas, or individuals of Native American
ancestry without large amounts of recent European and African
ancestry. In either case, the dramatic events that led to the initial
peopling of the Americas, together with the early dates of South
American archaeological sites, provides us with estimates of the
human mutation rate that are more precise than pedigree-based
estimates. A more thorough study of the robustness of these
estimates to model assumptions is therefore desirable.
We find substantially larger effective population size in Mexico
than in the other two populations through IBD-based and allele-
frequency based estimates. These methods are sensitive to different
time-scales: IBD analysis largely reflects post-Columbian events, as
evidenced by the large number of mixed ancestry IBD segments in
Figure 5(a). Allele frequencies reflect older events as well, and we
showed that recent bottlenecks alone are unlikely to be responsible
for the much larger effective MXL population size. To interpret
the population size differences, we must consider the recent
histories of the populations studied here. The MXL panel was
recruited in Los Angeles among Mexican-American individuals,
who may come from different regions in Mexico, a much wider
geographical region than Puerto Rico, thus likely more populated.
A natural question is whether the larger effective population sizes
in MXL reflect a large panmictic population in Mexico, or a large
number of small, previously isolated populations. Figure 2 and
references [65,40] provide compelling evidence that there is
substantial population structure within Native groups of Mexico.
However, Figure 2 also shows that the Native component of the
MXL forms a relatively homogeneous cluster together with
populations from southern Mexico. The much larger Native
populations in central and southern Mexico are likely to have
contributed the most to the Native American ancestry of Mexican
mestizos, and thus Mexicans-Americans. Even though the MXL
may have ancestors in different parts of Mexico, their Native
genetic origins likely reflect the demographic history of the areas in
Mexico with the highest Native American population sizes.
Because Puerto Rico is an island, building a relatively complete
population genetic model for the population may be more
tractable. Clearly, our model of a single idealized pre-Columbian
Native American, European, and African populations, joining to
form a panmictic admixed population, is an oversimplification.
African and European ancestry proportions vary along the island
[16] and eastern parts of Puerto Rico, with elevated proportions of
African ancestry, are underrepresented in this study. By contrast,
we do not have evidence for variation in the amount or
composition of the Native American ancestry across the island,
and it is likely that the conclusions about the pre-Columbian
Native American fraction of the population are robust to sampling
ascertainment. Interestingly, we find that the distribution of
ancestry tract length in a sample of individuals of Puerto Rican
descent in south Florida gave very similar results, despite different
location, sequencing platform, and local ancestry inference
method [50]. Historical gene flow inference using individuals of
Colombian descent in south Florida provided comparable
estimates of the time of ADMIXTURE onset, but different patterns
of recent gene flow–as is typical in demographic inference,
inference of recent events is more sensitive to population structure.
Our analyses largely rely on accurate estimates of local ancestry
patterns along the genome obtained through RFMIX. This method
has been shown to provide more than 95% accuracy on three-way
ADMIXTURE using comparable reference panels [48], an accuracy
level that enables accurate estimation of genome-wide diversity
[54]. To ensure that our results are robust to residual errors, we
further took into account the difficulty of calling short ancestry
tracts in our migration estimates, and performed negative
ascertainment of non-Native American alleles in the demographic
inference. Some of these results can be independently verified by
independent sequencing of contemporary or ancient individuals
with more uniform ancestry. However, understanding the genetic
history of admixed populations will continue to rely on statistically
picking apart the contributions of different ancestral populations,
and the development of improved statistical methods, particularly
for ADMIXTURE that is ancient or between closely related
populations, remains highly desirable.
The genetic heterogeneity in continental ancestry proportions
among populations of the Americas is well appreciated [66,67,43].
Our results emphasize more fine-scale aspects of this diversity:
because of the similarity between European founders of different
populations and the high divergence among the Native American
ancestors, populations that appear similar under classical tests such as
FST or principal component analysis may still harbor population
specific Native American haplotypes that must be carefully accounted
for when performing rare-variant association testing in cosmopolitan
cohorts. Similarly, the choice of a replication cohort for an identified
risk variant should be guided by the ancestral background on which
the variant is found. The PUR may be an excellent replication cohort
for a result found in CLM if the background is European. If the
background is Native American, a different cohort with related
Native Ancestry would likely be much more appropriate. Under-
standing the genetics of the different ancestral populations of the
Americas, and the relatedness among these ancestral groups, will
therefore facilitate the development of association methods that
account for and take advantage of this rich diversity.
Methods
Negative ascertainment
Ideally, we would have been able to directly model the joint site-
frequency spectrum (SFS) of all the ancestral populations to the
PUR, CLM, and MXL. However, because we are interested in
distinguishing the Native American ancestries to the three
populations, this would require modeling at least 5 populations,
which is beyond the scope of current methods. We would like to
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use the inferred local ancestry to focus on the Native American
ancestry only, but this is difficult because most Native American
haplotypes are in segments heterozygous for ancestry. Because of
phasing errors, allele-specific ancestry can be incorrectly assigned.
To minimize the impact of such mis-assigned ancestry and to
ensure that we focused on variants of genuine Native American
ancestry, we discarded all variants observed in 1000 Genomes
individuals of African, European, and Asian ancestry, as well as
variants observed in Hispanic/Latino populations in segments
with no Native American ancestry inferred.
We then considered all remaining variable sites that were
assigned Nat/Nat diploid ancestry and Nat/Eur ancestry, and
calculated the expected frequency distribution under the assump-
tion of perfect negative ascertainment, that is, that all remaining
variants were on the Native American background. Because the
European backgrounds are expected to carry a number of
singletons, this would result in an overestimate of the number of
singletons in the Native Ancestry. Fortunately, this bias is easy to
estimate empirically: we first choose sE segments of Eur/Eur
ancestry to mimic the 2sE European haplotypes in our sample.
After performing the negative ascertainment scheme on these
genotypes, we can directly estimate the bias in the negative
ascertainment scheme. In practice, this correction is very low
except for singletons, as expected. The number of excess singletons
was 129 for CLM, 73 for PUR, and 40 for MXL. The largest non-
singleton correction is 1.3 for doubletons in CLM.
Because negative ascertainment removes a significant propor-
tion of the variants that were present at the Native American split
from other populations, we hypothesized that this effect could be
well-approximated by a severe bottleneck at the time of split
between non-Native and Native American ancestry.
Figure 9 provides a simulated example, wherein a marginal
spectrum (top) is compared to a spectrum negatively ascertained
using 100 diploid individuals from the ‘outgroup’ population
(middle) and to a bottleneck approximation equivalent (bottom).
More quantitatively, we simulated a two-populations sample
diverged 12.1kya, and negatively ascertained using a population
diverged at 16.5 kya, and attempted to model this as a two-
population model with an early bottleneck. The inferred bottleneck
timing was within 3% of the split time with the outgroup, and the
three population sizes and split time between populations 1 and 2
were within 1:2% of the correct value. These biases are well within
the acceptable range given other biases and uncertainties.
Allele frequencies in Native American segments
We wish to estimate the allele frequencies at each site among
segments of Native American origin, but we have to contend with
a finite sample and inaccurate phasing. We therefore choose to
model the underlying population frequency f across all popula-
tions using Bayes rule
P(fD ,R)~
P(DDf,R)P(fDR)Ð
df’P(DDf’,R)P(f’DR)
, ð1Þ
where D is the observed genotype data, D[f00,01,11g, and R is
the diploid local ancestry calls (e.g., R[fAA,AB,BBg for
populations A and B). From this distribution we can calculate
expected frequency and confidence intervals. We report inferred
frequencies and confidence intervals at non-monomorphic sites.
To estimate P(DDf,R), we write f~ffA,fBg as the frequencies of
the non reference allele in populations A and B. We have
P(01Df,AB)~fA(1{fB)zfB(1{fA), for ancestry and genotype
heterozygous segments, P(11Df,AB)~fAfB, and so forth. To
estimate P(fDR), we first observe that because we are considering
population frequencies, rather than sample frequencies, f is
independent of R: P(fDR)^P(f). This suggests the use of a self-
consistent, expectation-maximization procedure. We estimate the
underlying frequency distribution as
P(f)~
P
s P(fsD s,Rs)
#s
, ð2Þ
the sum over the estimated probabilities at each site. We can thus
iterate Equations (1) and (2) until self-consistency is reached to
estimate both allele frequency distributions and single-site allele
frequencies in each population.
A final caveat is that the sum runs over all sites, including
monomorphic ones. If we only observe the subset of sites that are
polymorphic, an additional step is needed. If #n is the number of
monomorphic (unobserved) sites (denoted as M ), and
P0
represents the sum over polymorphic sites, we have
P(f) ^
P
s
0P(fD )z#nP(fDM)
#s
^
P0
sP(fD )
#s zP(M)P(fDM)
~
P0
sP(fD )
#s zP(M Df)P(f)
ð3Þ
and, therefore,
P(f)~
P 0
sP(fD )
#s 1{P(M Df)ð Þ :
Intuitively, we are correcting for the proportions of sites at every
frequency that might have gone undetected. Results are reported
using 20 EM iterations, for sites where all individuals had both
ancestry and genotype calls, and data can be downloaded at
http://genomes.uprm.edu/cgi-bin/gb2/gbrowse/.
To test this method, we considered 84 diploid individuals, each
formed by drawing two chromosomes (without replacement) from
84 CEU and 84 YRI individuals, resulting in a simulated 50–50
ADMIXTURE proportion. We considered 100,000 sites on chromo-
some 22, and performed the EM inference as described.
Among the 85677 sites that were found to be polymorphic, only
13 had a sample allele frequency departing from the 95%
confidence interval for the European ancestry, and 51 among the
African ancestry. Confidence intervals encompass much more
than 95% of sample allele frequencies, emphasizing that the width
of the confidence interval largely reflects the uncertainty about the
population frequency given a fixed sample frequency, rather than
the phasing uncertainty.
Optimizing the demographic model
Because the demographic model considered here does not involve
migrations between Native groups, we considered the composite
likelihood of three pairwise two-population allele frequency distri-
butions, rather than the full three-population spectrum. This allows
for much faster inference and better convergence of the numerical
optimization. In principle, it also enables the joint inference of more
than three populations. We showed through simulations that the use
of a composite likelihood had an effect on inferred parameters that
was much smaller than other sources of uncertainty. We used grids of
20,40, and 60 grid points per population, and projected Native
American allele frequencies to sample sizes of 10 in PUR, 20 in
CLM, and 40 in MXL.
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Supporting Information
Figure S1 The first two principal components for 1000 Genomes
populations, showing the distribution of admixed populations.
(EPS)
Figure S2 Ancestry tract length distribution in MXL compared
to the predictions of the best-fitting migration model (displayed
below). Solid lines represent model predictions and shaded areas
are one-sigma confidence regions surrounding the predictions,
assuming a Poisson distribution [54].
(EPS)
Figure S3 Distribution of IBD lengths within populations (red)
and across populations (purple).
(EPS)
Figure S4 IBD inconsistency rate as a function of IBD length.
Long IBD segments exhibit significantly fewer ancestry inconsis-
tencies. The line represents within-population IBD, the red dots
represents across-population IBD.
(EPS)
Figure S5 Ancestry assignments in a control formed by taking
the non-IBD matching haplotypes at loci where the alternate
haplotype are IBD.
(EPS)
Figure S6 Results of ADMIXTURE analysis with K = 3 to K = 12,
with Native American populations grouped by geographic
origin.
(EPS)
Figure 9. Illustration of the negative ascertainment scheme, with simulation. (a) A basic three population model, showing the joint site-
frequency spectrum for populations 1 and 2 as a heat map. (b) Conditioning on variants not being observed in the out-population results in a SFS
skewed towards rare variants. (c) A quantitatively similar effect can be obtained by introducing a drastic bottleneck at the root of the tree and
considering only two populations.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1004023.g009
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Figure S7 (a) Bootstrap distributions and (b) pairwise correla-
tions for demographic inference parameters. Vertical red bars
mark the optimal parameters.
(EPS)
Text S1 Supplementary methods include additional description
of statistical and filtering methods used in this article.
(PDF)
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